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Abstract-In this work, we present our design regarding a visual analysis of the 2D motion under gravity running under
the Wolfram’s CDF (Computable Document Format) player. Mathematica software presents interesting visual panels like
a user console to achieve animations and manipulations. Wolfram’s CDF also enables users to run them interactively in a
real time computation. Once it is coded on Mathematica software, it is easily converted to the CDF file to be run on the
Wolfram’s CDF player, which can be easily and freely downloaded from the Wolfram’s internet pages. In our design,
users can control the kinematics parameters involving gravitational acceleration, initial position, projection angle and
velocity values of the point mass objects as well as animation parameters such as animation speed to visualize the realtime-computed position and velocity values as a function of time. By setting appropriate combinations, users can study
one or two-object cases under the selected gravitational acceleration value with the desired animation parameters. Our
design is thought to be useful for studying Newtonian kinematics maintaining the required specifications given in the
literature for teaching as well as professional applications in science and engineering.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Motion in 2D under gravity is an introductory physics subject in Newtonian mechanics involving various
kinematical studies of motion such as free-fall, projectile motion, vertical motion, horizontal motion, and
coincidence problems for one or more object cases [1, 2]. Each of these motions, can be studied kinematically (and
also dynamically) by some applets involving animations and simulations designed in various software such as
Matlab, Excel, Ansys, Java, Phyton, Mathematica, etc. [3−13]. These applets are very important in teaching as well
as professional applications in science and engineering and their quality can be evaluated by some certain criteria as
described in [14−18]. Namely, for such applets, it is desired that users can choose the parameters freely and various
physical situations of the sub-subjects, as much as possible, should be studied in a combined single applet with a
very simple user panel. Results are also desired to be reasonably accurate. Mathematica presents interesting visual
panels like a user console to achieve animations and manipulations in a real time computation as in [13, 19−25] to
maintain these criteria. It is also desired that users can interactively use these codes in a user-friendly environment
without purchasing a complex software. Wolfram's CDF (Computable Document Format) enables users to run these
codes interactively and it seems very useful for designing such applets in the CDF to maintain these criteria. We
suggest that various motion types regarding the 2D motion under gravity can be studied kinematically by using
Wolfram's CDF effectively.
We present our design involving two-point mass objects with the related pseudocodes in Mathematica to study these
motions unified in a single applet. Desired motion type such as free fall, trajectory motion (with or without ramp),
one or two-point masses, etc. can be studied by the user selected physical and animation parameters from the control
panel. One of the main advantages in using it is its usability without requiring an extra software other than the
Wolfram’s CDF player, which is entirely free. Moreover, once it is coded on the Mathematica software, it is easily
converted to the CDF file and users can run it interactively [13, 19−25].
In our design, users can control both kinematics parameters and animation parameters for studying motion of one or
two objects by using sliders (or entering the desired values) among the labeled menu in the user control panel
designed at the top of the CDF window. Kinematics parameters involve: horizontal and vertical positions of two
ramps (ramp A for mass A and ramp B for mass B), projectile angles and projectile (initial) velocities (of mass A
and mass B), and gravitational acceleration. As to the animation parameters, we have: update button, animation
repeat and animation speed parameters. The kinematics and animation parameters in our design are listed in Table 1
below. The produced CDF file presented here can be freely downloaded from the web page of our institution given
in [26] at the moment and readers are encouraged to use it.
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Table -1 User controlled parameters defined.
kinematics parameters

user control
Mass A

Mass B
Gravity

Animation
parameters

Parameter
ramp hor. pos. (m)
ramp vert. pos. (m)
projectile angle ( )
initial velocity (m/s)
ramp hor. pos. (m)
ramp vert. pos. (m)
projectile angle ( )
initial velocity (m/s)
gravitational accel.
update
anim. repeat
anim. speed (frame/s)

symbol

default val.
10
150
30
10
10
150
45
20
9.78
0
3
25

min. val.
-1000
0
0
0
-1000
0
0
0
0
0
1
10

max. val.
1000
1000
360
1000
1000
1000
360
1000
100
1
10
250

incr.
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
flip-flop
1
discrete

II. DESIGN AND PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Our design enabling study of one and two-point objects involves parameters whose symbols, default values,
minimum/maximum values, and user-controlled increment values are listed in Table 1. A general view of our design
while running in the “parameter-select mode” and in the “run mode” are given in Figure 1 and figure 2, respectively.
These modes are sequentially activated by pushing the update button. Kinematics parameters can also be changed by
the user. There are also extra options such as forward/backward, slow, fast, stop, etc. and they are opened by clicking
the “+” symbols at the right of the parameters in the user console. General view of the user console with these options
opened are given in Figure 3. Although kinematics parameters can always be entered by the user, they are activated in
the run mode in our design.
These modes are sequentially activated by pushing the update button. Kinematics parameters can also be changed by
the user. There are also extra options such as forward/backward, slow, fast, stop, etc. and they are opened by clicking
the “+” symbols at the right of the parameters in the user console. General view of the user console with these options
opened are given in Figure 3. Although kinematics parameters can always be entered by the user, they are activated in
the run mode in our design.

Figure 1 General view of our design while running in the “parameter-select mode” at the default parameter values.
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Figure 2 General view of our design while running in the “run mode” at the default parameter values.

Figure 3 A view of the user console of our design with the extra options are opened in the user console.
A. General Pseudocodes (Main Module)
General pseudocodes used in this design are as follows:
Step 1: initialize
(*position x of balls A&B:*) x0A=100m; x0B=150m;
(*position y of balls A&B:*) y0A=150m; y0B=100m;
(*projectile angle of balls A&B:*) A=30 ; B=45 ;
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(*projectile speed of balls A&B:*) v0A=10m/s; v0B=20m/s; (*grav. accel.:*) g=9.78m/s 2;
(*anim. speed*) speed=25 screen shot/s;
(*anim. Repeat*) repeat=3; (*update*) update=0
Step 2: (*message to the user*) message="Push the update button after choosing parameters!"
Step 3: Follow inputs from user console: (*Ball A:*) x0A, y0A, A, v0A, (*Ball B:*) x0B,
y0B, B, v0B, (*anim. parameters:*) speed, repeat, update button, (*gravity:*) g
Step 4: Plot the picture of the system: {ramp A&B, ball A&B at the initial points (x0A, y0A)&(x0B, y0B), initial
velocity vectors (v0A&v0B), message}, Plot range: -1.5Max[Abs(x0A), Abs(x0B)]≤x≤1.5Max[Abs(x0A),
Abs(x0B)] and 0≤y≤1.5Max(y0A,y0B)
Step 5: If update==0, go to step 2
Else Run animation module
Step 6: End (* by exiting the CDF *)
In Step 1 here, the default values of the kinematics parameters (x0A, x0B, y0A, y0B, A, B, v0A, v0B) and
animation parameters (speed, repeat, update) are defined. In order that user can set these parameters, message is
defined as "Push the update button after choosing parameters!" in Step 2. Then it follows the inputs from user
console in Step 3 and plots the picture of the system in Step 4. Plot range of the system in this picture is preferred to
be:

for a better view. As the user changes parameters, this plot range preference is always conserved enabling a visual
usefulness to the user in our design, though other plot range values greater than 100% (rather than 150% as preferred
here) might have been chosen but it is essential that it should be always locked to these values in order that user can
see the whole physical system as the parameters are changed. If the plot range values were fixed to some certain
values, some region of the physical system might have been out of view in the picture. Then, in Step 4, it is checked if
the user pushed the update button or not. The default value of the update button is 0 as defined in Step 1 and it runs as
a flip-flop operation as given in Table 1, namely:
As the update button is pressed its status always changes from 0 (default value) in the order: 1,0,1,0,1, etc. If it is
0, this means user continues changing parameters, which means the physical system along with the animation
parameters have not been selected by the user yet. As the user changes the parameters, the picture of the system
appears with the message: "Push the update button after choosing parameters!". Now, if the update button is pressed
by the user, then it becomes 1 and the comparison in step 5 yields FALSE which means that the parameters have been
selected by the user, so run the animation module.
B. Pseudocodes for the Animation Module
Pseudocodes for the animation module are as follows:
Step 1: (*message to the user*) message="Push the update button to set the parameters!";
TrackedSymbols :> update, x0A, x0B, hA, hB, A, B, v0A, v0B
Step 2: Define functions:
(*position x of balls A&B:*) xA(t, other parameters); xB(t, other parameters);
(*position y of balls A&B:*) yA(t, other parameters); yB(t, other parameters);
(*x comp. of velocity of balls A&B:*) vxA(t,other parameters); vxB(t,other parameters);
(*y comp. of velocity of balls A&B:*) vyA(t,other parameters); vyB(t,other parameters);
Step 3: Evaluate :
(*flight time of balls A&B:*) tflightA; tflightB
(*flight time of the system:*) Tsys=If tflightA> tflightB then tflightA Else tflightB
(*max. height of balls A&B:*) HA; HB
(*max. height of the system:*) Hsys=If HA> HB then HA Else HB
(*range of balls A&B:*) RA; RB
(*range of the system:*) Rsys=If RA> RB then RA Else RB
Step 4: i=0; For t=0 to 1.2*Tsys step 1.2*Tsys/speed do; (* we set the scan time up to 120% of Tsys for better
view*); i=i+1; (*Plot trajectory A:*); trajA=parametric plot [xA(t, other parameters), yA(t, other parameters)]
(*dashed plot *); (*Plot trajectory B:*); trajB=parametric plot [xB(t, other parameters), yB(t, other parameters)];
(*dashed plot *);
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(*scr. shot matrix*) Anim[[i]]=Graphics[message, rampA, rampB, position of ball A, position of ball B, trajA, trajB,
Print[
, , ] (*we set the plot range by 110% of Rsys, and 120% of Hsys for better view*)
Step 5: If update==0, go to step 2 of the Main Module
Step 6: End (* by exiting the CDF *)
(Note that, comments are given here between “(*” and “*)” as in Mathematica’s comment style)
Since update=1, it is now in the animation mode. So, the message is now changed to "Push the update button to set
the parameters!" in Step 1 and the common kinematics formulas for the physical quantities under search (as given in
[1,2]) are defined in Step 2. The physical quantities to determine the maximum values of the system (Tsys, Hsys,
Rsys) for the user selected parameters are calculated in Step 3. Formulas for definitions and calculations in Step 2&3
are summarized in Table 2.
Table -2 Calculations in Step 2 of the animation mode.
physical quantities to
be calculated

variable name

flight time of ball A and
B

tflightA; tflightB

max. height of ball A
and B

HA; HB

x coordinate of particle
A and B

xA; xB

y coordinate of particle
A and B

yA; yB

x and y components of
velocity of balls A&B

vxA; vxB; vyA;
vyB

Max. values

{Tsys, Hsys,
Rsys}

formula

In Step 4, index i which will be used for animation matrix is set to zero and Do-Loop starts to scan the time. We scan
the time domain from t=0 up to t=1.2*Tsys. Here the 120% factor is chosen for a better view to see the complete
picture of the trajectory appearing longer time even after the motion ends (before the animation repetition starts). The
speed parameter was chosen by the user in the main module with the default value of 25 frame/sec. Then the
trajectories of ball A and B at time t (trajA&trajB) are plotted parametrically and animation pictures are assigned to
the Animation matrix as in [24−25]. Animation matrix involves: “t (*at the top*), message, rampA, rampB, position
of ball A, position of ball B, trajA, trajB, Print[
, , ] (*at the bottom*)” where the numerical values of
positions and velocities of balls are numerically calculated for the present t value (according to the loop) by
In our th Animation matrix element, the numerical value of time (t) appears at the top and the numerical values of
the positions and velocities of the balls at that time t appears at the bottom of the graphs. It is clear that the greater the
preferred speed parameter, the larger the dimension of the animation matrix (and hence slower animation). So,
although, its default value is 25 frames/sec here, elements of the Animation matrix for speed=10 frames/sec in order
to save space in this text (with a smaller matrix dimension) but all the other default values are kept the same is given
in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 Elements of animation matrix: Anim[i] (last figure in box shows superposition of all matrix elements)
III. CONCLUSION
We used here the parametric plot of Mathematica (by the the “ParametricPlot[…]” command) for 2D graphs to study
the projectile motion up to two particles. Each parametric plot for each value of time parameter is assigned to an
animation matrix and they are animated with the “ListAnimate[…]” command of Mathematica as in [24−25].
Kinematics parameters involving initial positions of balls, initial projectile velocities and angles, and value of the
gravitational acceleration are user controlled by sliding the related sliders or directly entering the numerical values in
the control panel. Animation parameters involving update button, animation repeat number and animation speed
values are also user controllable as desired. All these controllable parameters designed to be placed at the user control
panel via the hereby presented pseudocodes enables users to study various types of 2D motion such as, free fall,
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horizontal and vertical throw with/without ramp, motion on other planets (by changing gravity), etc. by appropriately
selected parameters, some of which are as shown in Figure 5 as examples. Once such a design is coded in
Mathematica, it is easily converted to the Mathematica’s Computable Document Format (CDF) enabling users to use
this coded software interactively without having a necessity to own any special software other than the Mathematica’s
free CDF player [13, 19−25]. Consequently, design presented here can be used as a useful tool in teaching physics
and engineering by enabling the desired properties given in [14−18]. Moreover, Mathematica’s CDF seems promising
in designing such applets. Our design presented here can be downloaded from the web page of our institution given in
[26] at the moment and readers are encouraged to use it as well as the comments which will be welcomed.
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Figure 5 Elements of animation matrix: Anim[i] (last figure in box shows superposition of all matrix elements)
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